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Explore the world of Ruin with a new eye. Use an interesting combination of more than 100 new brushes on digital illustrations. It’s up to you now. Features: - 100 unique brushes with unique effects. - A unique and colorful world. - Collect “variety points” to upgrade the game. - Share your sketches with friends on Facebook or via email. - Collect the other
Zen world art packs to access the other worlds. - Help us evolve the game by reporting any bugs, and giving your feedback in the comments!A comparative evaluation of three-dimensional dynamic CT and cine computed tomography in the assessment of lower airway patency. To prospectively compare three-dimensional dynamic CT (3D CT) and cine

computed tomography (CT) in the visualization of lower airway anatomy in patients with obstructive and restrictive lung disease. Ten patients with a mean (+/-SD) age of 66 +/- 9 years underwent 3D CT and cine CT of the pulmonary airways at 20 phases, each 4.5 seconds apart. All images were viewed on a dedicated workstation (3D Navigator, Philips)
with all acquisitions made at identical positions. Visibility of the major airways (trachea, main stem bronchi), airway bifurcations, bronchial arteries, and bronchial isthmus was assessed using both modalities. Airway images on both modalities were rated for quality on a four-point scale (1, poor; 2, fair; 3, good; 4, excellent). The visibility of airway

bifurcations was superior with 3D CT (3.5 +/- 1.4 vs 1.6 +/- 1.2, P Farha Farha may refer to: People Farha (surname), an Albanian name Farha (musician), a British singer Akif Farha (1923–1988), the linguist and Urdu lexicographer Far

Features Key:
64 Level Offline Game.

Features more than 30 unique artworks.
Simple and easy to play!

Button-controlled!

Features

Challenge mode
New cool creations
Aquatic and animal world are bursting with creativity
Innovative artworks, including fish, frog, camel, elephant,...
Hidden easter eggs
Artistic portrait and landscape are perfect for any occasion

Instructions

You can play this game in offline mode. The games is played through play button in the upper right corner, and you can navigate through games using the up and down button. Just tap on the artworks to show their detail.
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BuyQ: reversing substrings in a string I have a string with tokens like this, for example: "This is the keyboard/dvd that the user will use.\r " How do I put them into an array with token_1 (string) and token_2 (integer) correctly? A: You'll have to preprocess the text, an approach like this seems fairly robust: require'strscan' scanner =
StrScan::Scanner.new(text.gsub('\r ', '')) items = [] until scanner.eos? first = scanner.scan(/\A(\S+) (.*)\Z/) items
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